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From the Head 
A fortnight of firsts at St Christopher’s. The first 

week for our very own in house catering 

cooked on site by Chef Kevin. My particular 

favourite was the Sweet and Sour Chicken, 

which went down far too well for my waistline. 

There was rapturous applause from the pupils 

for Fun Friday. You can never beat the       

classics. The pupils’ murmurings were shared 

by the staff when I heard Miss Clarke              

commenting on the best ever chocolate rice 

crispy cakes. 

A first for our Year 6 Girl’s who donned the St 

Christopher’s colours for their first ever Netball 

fixture against another school. The girls gave it 

their all and they thoroughly enjoyed the     

experience. 

Thank you for your purchasing football boots 

and shin pads for all your children in Year 3 up. 

The corridors are buzzing with excitement,   

energy and anticipation amongst all the     

pupils leading up to our football fixture against 

one of my old schools Falcons Prep. This fixture 

is open for parents to attend and it will be 

great for the pupils to see you cheering them 

on, on the side lines. Please ensure you        

respect government guidance if you are in 

attendance and I look forward to seeing a 

number of you down there. 

In Assembly, this week I challenged the pupils’ 

to colour the School canvas in kindness. 

Thankfully they didn't take this literally, having 

just had the all the walls repainted and       

decorated over the summer. I am always 

amazed how such a simple message can 

have such a profound effect on our children. I 

have been delighted to see these acts of 

kindness, in turn colour the palettes of all our    

pupils and staff and ensures positivity and      

kindness shines brightly amongst our whole 

School Community. 

I am sure many of you have seen the bright 

yellow bin outside the front door this week. 

With our Harvest Assembly on Monday, please 

give generously for this worthy cause. Please 

can all non perishable items be placed in the     

yellow collection bin by the front door on 

Monday morning, as these items will be       

collected by Sufra Food Bank and Kitchen on 

late Monday morning.  

Finally, thank you for supporting Jeans for 

Genes Day recently. Together we managed 

to raise £172.00. 

Good luck on your hunt for petrol this       

weekend. I am off to join the queue. 
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NURSERY 

Last week we focused on Elmer the       

Patchwork Elephant. It is a story that            

celebrates similarities and differences in 

friendships.  Elmer’s friends love that he is so 

colourful and always full of fun and laughter 

and this is missed when he tries to look and 

behave as the same as all the other            

elephants.  The children were taught how to 

use colours to make repeating patterns in 

many ways. The children were also shown 

how to use their knowledge of number to 

practice counting forwards and backwards. 

Super work everyone! Keep it up!  

 

 

 

 

 

RECEPTION 

Reception have had yet another fabulous 

fortnight sharing, caring and learning. The 

children enjoyed their very first outing around 

the local area. They were incredibly excited 

to leave the school gates to explore the 

world around them. They didn’t forget Jigsaw 

Jenie! She came along too and helped all 

the children spot for numbers, natural         

materials, mini beasts and road signs.  

Jigsaw Jenie has most definitely become 

everyone’s best friend. The children take her 

everywhere, including the playground. She 

was also instrumental when teaching the   

children all about celebrating differences. 

Well done everyone for working super hard so 

far to settle in, make lots of new friends and 

above all, share and care. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR 1 

This week in Year 1 we have been reading 

Meerkat Mail, we have been following Sunny 

on his adventures across the Kalahari Desert 

to visit his relatives. The children have worked 

hard this week to understand the features of 

a postcard and even wrote their very own 

ones to Sunny.  
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In Maths, we have been looking at addition 

and using concrete resources to help us 

solves lots of different number sentences. We 

then applied this to written addition questions 

and used our number bonds to help us       

answer them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR 2 

Year 2 have been busy during our R.E. lessons. 

This term our topic is stories with a moral so we 

have been listening to some of the stories  

Aesop wrote. The children completed some 

lovely re telling of The Ant and the Dove and  

The Lion and the Mouse. We also acted out 

the story of The Tortoise and the Hare which 

was such fun. I wonder which story we will 

look at next week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are some very  ta lented                    

mathematicians in Year 2 this year. We have 

been looking at the inverse of addition and 

subtraction and following  

The 3 Golden Rules –  

1) always use the same 3 numbers.  

2) addition sums end with the largest number. 

3) subtraction sums start with the largest   

number. Follow these rules and you won’t go 

wrong. 

 

 

 

 

YEAR 3 

Year 3 have continued to 

work hard over the last 2 

weeks.  We have been   

learning about adjectives, 

verbs and nouns in Literacy 

and have created some   

fantastic poems and          

descriptions using them. We 

have continued our 

‘Weather’ Topic in              

Geography. This week we learned how to 

read a thermometer to measure                 

temperature. We have started a ‘weather 
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diary’ to record types of clouds, rainfall, wind 

and temperature.  In Maths we used our skills 

of rounding and finding multiples of ten to 

learn ‘Bridging through ten’ to solve addition 

problems on a number line. Year 3 had a 

great day on ’Jeans for Genes’ Day, we     

listened to children’s stories and designed 

and made our own jeans!  Hope you like 

them!      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR 4 

 

 

 

 

Year 4 had great fun being Habitat Estate 

Agents this week.  They had amazing ideas 

and designed posters to entice animals to 

come and live in their habitats.   They used 

their knowledge of different environments 

and the organisms that live in them to create 

their posters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They have also been working hard on their 

drawing skills taking time to study one-point-

perspective pictures. They tackled the task 

with great enthusiasm and followed the     

detailed instructions really well.  The            

outcomes were amazing, we hope you like 

them too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

YEAR 5 
Our class book, which is 

called The Indian in the 

Cupboard, has a Native 

American as a main 

character. In Art, we 

looked at drawings and 

paintings of Native   

Americans to inspire us 

before drawing our own 
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person. Some of tried to use shading to make 

our art more realistic. In another lesson, we 

will replicate our drawings in pastel to really 

bring them to life!  

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR 6 

Year 6 have been extremely busy over the 

last two weeks and have continued to work 

with a great deal of enthusiasm and effort in 

all subjects! 

 In PHSEE, the Year 6 pupils worked on their 

Class Learning Charter. They considered ways 

in which everyone can learn well. They       

discussed how choices about their own      

behaviour can affect how rewards and   

consequences feel and understand how 

these relate to their rights and responsibilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In celebration of Black History Month, Year 6 

have started to prepare for their Black History 

Month presentation: Influential Musicians –

work is still in progress!  

Science workshop:  

Years 5 & 6 also had the opportunity to take 

part in a science workshop all about           

micro-organisms! They 

were able to play the 

part of a  pathologist 

and had to identify the 

mystery microbe once 

they analysed, discussed 

and evaluated the      

different pieces of evidence. Following this 

they completed a report identifying the   

mystery microbe and went onto prescribing 

the appropriate   

medication. Excellent 

cooperation and 

teamwork skills in play! 
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MEAT FREE MONDAY 

“Many of us feel helpless in the face of        

environmental challenges, and it can be hard 

to sort through all the advice and find what 

we can do to help make a cleaner and more 

sustainable world. One designated meat free 

day is an easy change that everyone can 

make.” – Paul McCartney  

I am pleased to inform you that St             

Christopher’s Prep School & Nursery have   

decided to participate in Meat Free Monday. 

Launched in 2009 by Paul, Mary and Stella 

McCartney, the aim of Meat Free Monday is 

to condense some complicated issues into 

one simple and effective message: to ask 

people to have at least one plant-based day 

a week to help protect the planet and our 

future.  

On a practical level, supporting Meat Free 

Monday will mean that school dinners will be 

plant based on Mondays. The campaign    

focuses around Mondays because this is      

often when people set positive intentions and 

get ‘back on track’ with a fresh start to the 

week. Menus will be healthy and nutritious, 

with added fruit and vegetables, but dishes 

will not differ radically from what students are 

familiar with.  

The bottom line is that Meat Free Monday is a 

small thing we can do as a school to make a 

difference, and a fun and practical way for 

students to become  healthier, informed     

citizens who can contribute to a more        

sustainable future.  

Another academic year has started and is 

already flying by with a lot to be achieved by 

our wonderful students in Sport this year.  

Students have been successful in practicing 

their skills in Netball, Tag Rugby, and Football 

to name a few.  

All our pupils are continuing to train hard and 

are looking forward to playing their      fixtures. 

To start off October, Years 3 - 6 will be playing 

an interschool mixed Football fixture at St 

Christopher's playing fields (London   Postal 

Office Sports Ground) on the 7th of  October 

2021  

 

 

 

 

YEAR 6 NETBALL FIXTURE V           

REDDIFORD (A) 

The Year 6 girls started off their interschool 

competitions with a fixture against Reddiford 

School , who are a well drilled Netball outfit. 

Considering it was our girl’s first fixture of the 

year after almost 2 years with no school   

competition, they performed terrifically and 

really came together as a team. Well Done 

Girls! 


